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Abstract 
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use and where do they get their influences from? 
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Abstract:     The main purpose of this paper was to determine whether learners in lower 

secondary school used the British English accent, the American English 

accent, or if they perhaps mixed the two accents. I also wanted to find out from 

where the students got their influences. It is no longer prohibited in the 

Swedish curriculum to use other accents than the British one, and due to that it 

was interesting to see if the learners began to get their influences from 

somewhere else but their teacher. Teachers are also free to choose what accent 

they want to use. It often seems to be the case that learners take after their 

teacher’s pronunciation, but it is widely believed that they are also influenced 

by the English they hear in their spare time. Most of the learners in this 

investigation said in the survey that they preferred watching TV-shows and 

movies from the USA and therefore appeared to prefer an American accent. 

My informant study shows that most of the learners who took part in the test 

spoke with a British accent when reading single words, but when it came to 

reading sentences a mix of the two major varieties became noticeable. The 

results indicate that learners are first and foremost influenced by their teacher 

and what accent he or she uses and to a somewhat lesser extent by the English 

they come across when they are not in school.  

 

 

Nyckelord:       British English, American English, Mid-Atlantic English, pronunciation, 

accents, influences. 
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1. Introduction and aims  

The English language has grown from being quite a small language, spoken by a few hundred 

thousand Anglo-Saxon invaders some 1500 years ago to what it is today - a world language 

spoken by as many as 400 million people as a first language, and by almost as many as a 

second language. English is also widely used as a foreign language, for example, in the media 

and in education (Odenstedt, 2000:143). 

 

From the time the English language was first introduced into the Swedish curriculum, British 

English (RP, Received Pronunciation) has been the accent taught in schools, but American 

English (GA, General American) has lately become more accepted by teachers in Sweden as 

well as in Europe. According to Odenstedt (2000:137), American English is generally slower, 

clearer and easier to follow for a Swede. British intonation is subtle and British speech has a 

“slurred” quality, which makes it more difficult for Swedes to master perfectly. 

 

Most people nowadays, including Swedes, use features from both dialects; even an increasing 

number of native speakers mix features from both varieties (Modiano, 1996:5). This mixture 

of British and American English is called Mid-Atlantic English and, according to Modiano, 

Swedish learners as well as their teachers often use this variety, because of the difficulties in 

separating the two accents. Mid-Atlantic English is accepted and easily understood on both 

sides of the Atlantic Ocean, and that could be the strongest reason for the use of this variety as 

our new lingua franca, according to Modiano (1996:135). 

 

My aims in this paper are to investigate if learners in the 7th and 9th grade are aware of the 

differences in pronunciation between British and American English as well as whether they 

use American or British English, mix the two varieties while speaking, or maybe even use 

some other standard variety of English. I also listened to the teachers’ pronunciation in order 

to find out whether they speak with a British or American accent, in order to see if the learners 

are influenced by the English teacher’s accent or if they are more influenced by the English 

accent they hear in their spare-time, while watching TV or listening to music, for example.  
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2. Background 

The spread of English as a lingua franca, a world language, is quite amazing. The original 

English speakers, the Anglo-Saxons, consisted of a few hundred thousand people at most. The 

population in England at the time of the Norman Conquest in 1066 was around one and a half 

million, in 1600 about five million, in 1700 around six million, in 1800 nine million and in 

1900 around 30 million (Odenstedt, 2000:142). Today, approximately 60 million people live 

in England (Odenstedt, 2000:142). About 400 million people speak English as a first 

language, and they can be found in e.g. Britain, the USA, Australia, Ireland, New Zealand, 

South Africa and Canada. At least 400 million people speak English as a second language, 

e.g. in India and in many former African colonies, for example in Nigeria.1 As a foreign 

language, English is common all over the world, and used e.g. at conferences and other 

international meetings, business, administration, education and the media (Odenstedt, 

2000:143). 

 

The fact that such a large number of people all around the world speak English means that 

there are many dialects and varieties. The two major varieties used by people that have 

English as a native language are British and American English. Altogether about 380 million 

people live either in the United Kingdom or in the United States of America (Baugh, 2002:4-

6). These two varieties are also the ones primarily taught in Swedish schools.  

 

One thing to be aware of is that it is important to distinguish between dialect and accent; 

dialect refers to grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation, whereas accent refers only to 

pronunciation (Nielsen, 2005:15).  

 

 2.1 British English 

British English has developed over time into what it is today. It is an Indo-European language 

of the Germanic language family, but over the centuries it has been influenced by a number of 

languages, such as Old Norse, French and Latin (Odenstedt, 2000:21,51,70). Because of the 

spread of British English during the British colonization, this language became a world 

language, a lingua franca, and all modern varieties of English ultimately come from British 

English.  However, British English today is a spoken variety and consists of a large number of 

dialects spoken by the people in the United Kingdom (Wikipedia). 

                                                 
1 English as a second language is used in countries which are bilingual, e.g. India, where Hindi is the official 
language but where English is used in for example in education and by public authorities (Odenstedt, 2000:143). 
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The British English pronunciation widely used in schools, in the media and in some 

dictionaries is called RP. This is not a regional dialect, but more of a social dialect, spoken by 

3 to 5 per cent of the British population (Nielsen, 2005:16). This accent has also been given 

other labels: Public School English, BBC English, the Queen’s (or King’s) English, Oxford 

English and La-di-da accent (Nielsen, 2005:16). ‘Received’ stands for “socially adapted” and 

this dialect is spoken predominately by the British middle and upper class (Johansson & 

Rönnerdal, 2005:12).  According to Odenstedt (2000:137), RP has high prestige, and it is 

considered to be elegant and correct and this probably has something to do with its long 

history, its many authors, the strict British class system and the former British Empire. 

 

2.2 American English 

During the 17th century, or more precisely in on May 14, 1607 the first English settlers landed 

in Virginia. This was a group of 104 London entrepreneurs and they established the first 

English colony in Jamestown (APVA Preservation Virginia). Later on, in 1620, the Pilgrim 

Fathers, settlers from England, landed in Massachusetts, and also brought the English 

language over the Atlantic Ocean to America and another variety of English was born, 

American English (Johansson & Rönnerdal, 1993:165). This variety is the largest of all the 

English varieties, since as many as 70% of the native English speakers live in the US 

(Modiano, 1996:9). 

 

American English has preserved a number of words and features from the English spoken in 

England at the time of the settlement, words and features which have now been changed in 

British English (Baugh, 2002:361ff). One example is the /æ/ sound, which in some words has 

changed in British English, but has remained in American English, as for example, in dance. 

The standard variety of American English is General American and this variety is spoken in 

almost all parts of the country, mainly due to the national distribution of media in the US, 

meaning that all the inhabitants of the country are used to hearing the same language model. 

This variety is spoken in the media, by actors/actresses and teachers, and in the business 

world (Modiano, 1996:10).  

 

In the United States, there are also regional differences, and these are ultimately descendants 

of a mixture of accents spoken in the British Isles at the time of the settlement of America 

(Baugh, 2002:356). Dialect boundaries in the US tend to run from east to west. The first 
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immigrants settled along the Atlantic coast and they spread from east to west across the 

continent and took some dialect forms, for example words and pronunciation features, with 

them (Johansson & Rönnerdal, 1993:178). The dialect areas in North America are much 

larger than they are in England, mainly because English has been spoken in England for about 

1,500 years, but in America for only approximately 300 years. Because of America’s recent 

settlement, there has not been enough time for linguistic changes and this is why there are not 

so many dialect differences in this large country (Trudgill, 2000:153). 

 

2.3 Mid-Atlantic English 

Mid-Atlantic English is the English variety that is growing fastest among European learners 

of English. This variety is neither British nor American, but a mix of those two varieties and 

according to Modiano (1996:135), this variety is the strongest candidate for being a new 

lingua franca. Mid-Atlantic English is accepted and easily understood on both sides of the 

Atlantic Ocean, and that could be the strongest reason for the increase of this variety as our 

new European international language (Modiano 1996:135). There is still a lack of 

unawareness when it comes to this variety, and not many people have heard about it. 

Nevertheless, according to Modiano (1996:135), a combination of the two major varieties of 

the language creates the best possible platform for second language speakers. 

 

According to Modiano (1996:5,12), recent findings indicate that even an increasing number of 

native speakers mix features from both British and American English and pronounce words in 

a way that is recognizable to the interlocutor, meaning if someone speaks with a person from 

England, he/she pronounces some words in the British way, even though he/she is from the 

USA. Most of the second language learners in Europe are beginning to mix the two accents 

(Modiano, 1996:5ff).  

 

As said in the introduction, Swedish learners as well as their teachers tend to use the Mid-

Atlantic variety, because of the difficulties in separating the two accents (Modiano, 

1996:135).  

 

2.4 Attitudes toward British and American English 

By tradition, RP has had a higher prestige than American English, and often stands for status 

and is considered to be more correct and elegant (Odenstedt, 2000:137). GA, on the other 

hand, is sometimes regarded as vulgar, though change is occurring when it comes to people’s 
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attitudes towards American English, with its prominent status in the business world, in media, 

science, television and movies (Odenstedt, 2000:136). 

 

 In Swedish schools, not too long ago, it was strictly forbidden to teach American English, 

and even to mix the two varieties, but as said before, the American influence in for example 

the media has made a change in attitudes possible (Odenstedt, 2000:137). 

 

2.5 Differences between GA and RP 

When it comes to the differences between RP and GA, spelling, grammar and vocabulary 

differ in some areas, but the major difference is in pronunciation (Modiano, 1996:5). 

Nevertheless, the pronunciation differences can be exaggerated, since speakers of these two 

varieties can easily understand each other without too many problems. Still, there are some 

pronunciation differences that can be confusing, e.g. the word clerk, which in RP is 

pronounced /kl��k/ and means a man working in an office, handling records or accounts. In 

GA, the same pronunciation for that word becomes a man’s name, Clark. The GA 

pronunciation of a man working in a store will be /kl��rk/ (Modiano, 1996:12).  

 

Although a majority of the pronunciation features are shared in the two varieties, there are 

some conspicuous differences, which I will discuss in sections 2.5.1-2.5.4. Nevertheless, the 

two accents influence each other constantly; some British pronunciation features can be found 

in for example speakers from eastern New England. (Johansson & Rönnerdal, 1995:187).  

 

2.5.1 Vowel differences 

/��/ or /æ/ 

In many words, for example in after, aunt, last, pass, class, dance, path and chance, GA has 

kept the old pronunciation /æ�/, which is often nasalized, whereas in RP they are pronounced 

with /��/ (Johansson & Rönnerdal, 1993:40). This pronunciation of a is limited to certain 

phonetic environments in RP; elsewhere, the /æ/ sound is used as for example, in passenger, 

fancy and classic (Odenstedt, 2000:138). 

 

/�/ or /�/ 
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The use of the sound /�/ in words like hard and car is the same in both GA and RP, but in GA 

words have an unrounded /�/sound, nod, rock and stop, while speakers of RP speak with a 

slightly rounded /�/ (Celce-Murcia et al. 1996:363). 

 

/ow/ or /
�/ 

In RP, the words boat and note are pronounced with the more centralized /�/, whereas in GA 

these words are pronounced with /ow/  (Celce Murcia et al. 1996:364). 

 

Vowel reduction 

Sometimes speakers of GA tend to reduce some vowels more than RP speakers, e.g. words 

ending with –ile, like missile, hostile and fragile are often reduced and pronounced /mis�l/, 

/h��st�l/ and /fræd��l/ in GA whereas in RP, these are pronounced /m�sa�l/, /h�sta�l/ and 

/fræd�a�l/ (Johansson & Rönnerdal, 2005:125). Two suffixes which are quite easy to 

distinguish between, and which in RP are reduced, but have a full vowel in GA, are -ory and  

-mony for example, as in category and testimony (Johansson & Rönnerdal, 1993:184). 

Category is pronounced /kæt�����ri/ in GA and /kæt��r�/ in RP. The word testimony is 

pronounced as /�test��moni/ in GA and /�test�m�n�/  in RP (Wells, 2000:124,773). 

 

2.5.2 Consonant differences /��/ or /j��/ 

In GA the /j/ sound is dropped after /l, ", s, z/, for example in suit, luxurious and 

enthusiastic. The same thing is noticeable after /t, d, n/, in words like new, tune, due. GA 

speakers pronounce e.g. new with a /�/, e.g. /n�/, whereas speakers of RP vacillate and the /j/ 

sound is noticeable (Johansson & Rönnerdal, 1993:87). Another example is the word student 

which in RP is pronounced /stj�dent/ but in GA /st�dent/. 

 

/t/ or /t� 

In RP, the phoneme /t/ is pronounced as /t/ at all times, for example winter /w�nt�/, better 

/bet�/ and water /w��t�/. In GA, on the other hand, this phoneme is voiced and sounds more 

like a /d/, for example in better /bet��r/ and water /w��t��r/. When it comes to the word winter, 
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the /t/ sound is sometimes pronounced like an /n/ in GA, i.e. /win(t�)�r/ (Johansson & 

Rönnerdal, 2005:122). 

 

/r/ or /ø/ 

The most obvious difference concerning GA and RP is the distribution of /r/. In GA the /r/ 

sound is pronounced in all positions, for example car and mother: /k�r/, /m&'�r/, whereas in 

RP it is only noticeable when it is followed by a vowel sound, almost never at the end of a 

word or before consonants (/k��/, /m&'�/). In RP, though, the /r/ sound is pronounced at the 

end of words if the following word begins with a vowel; this is called linking-/r/ (Nielsen, 

2005:118). 

 

2.5.3 Stress differences 

In GA primary stress is placed on the first syllable in some words, e.g. �address, �cigarette, 

�dictate but in RP it is on the last one; ad�dress, ciga�rette and dic�tate. In many of the French 

loan words, the primary stress is placed on the last syllable in GA whereas in RP it is on the 

first, e.g. ga�rage /���r���/ in GA and �garage /��ær���/ in RP (Johansson & Rönnerdal, 1993: 

183). There are some other words that in GA have a primary stress on the second syllable, for 

example com�posite and ar�istocrat in GA and �composite and �aristocrat in RP (Celce 

Murcia et al. 1996:368). 

 

2.5.4 Pronunciation differences in individual words 

Some other common words used in every-day English differ between GA and RP when it 

comes to pronunciation. These words have the same meaning and the same spelling in the two 

varieties. Some of these words, Canadians would pronounce with a British accent rather than 

in an American way (Johansson & Rönnerdal, 1993:174). A few examples of such words are 

shown in Table 1.   
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 Table 1. Pronunciation differences                                                          

 GA                RP                              

ate          /e�t/ /et/ 

been           /b�n/ /bi�n/ 

schedule      /sked��l/   /(edj�l/ 

tomato      /t�me�t�o/ /t�m��t�/ 

Saturday      /sæt�rdey/            /sæt�rd�/ 

vase       /veys/              /va�z/ 

                                                                                     (Celce Murcia, el al. 1996: 366f) 

 

Most people would probably agree that English is one language, spoken all over the world, as 

a first, second or foreign language. This language has emerged from a small language, with 

one variety, and become a lingua franca, spoken in a number of different varieties. The two 

major varieties are British and American English, and even though English is basically one 

language, there are quite a few differences between these two varieties in pronunciation, as 

pointed out above.  

 

3. Methods 

The main purpose of this investigation was to determine whether learners in lower secondary 

school, grade 7 and grade 9, speak with a British or an American English accent. British 

English has been the model for language learning from the time when this language was first 

introduced in the Swedish school system up until a few years ago. Due to the fact that many 

television shows and movies are from the US, learners often hear spoken American English in 

their spare time and it is important see if or how much this spoken English influences the 

students. I was also interested in finding out whether the students model their pronunciation 

on the English they hear spoken in the classroom, or whether they imitate the English they 

hear outside of school.  

 

3.1 Informants 

In the beginning I was planning to base my study on at least 40 informants, 20 in grade 7 and 

20 in grade 9, but I ended up with 38 informants. The informants are from classes in the 7th 

and the 9th grade, two classes in each grade. In the present study, I will refer to the two classes 
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in the 7th grade as A and B, and the classes in the 9th grade as C and D, in order to keep them 

apart. In class A there were 14 learners who participated, in B nine learners, in C eight and in 

D seven. The reason why I could not get more informants was the fact that some students 

were reluctant to participate because they did not want to be recorded while speaking English. 

 

The learners have been in the same classes all their time in school with a few exceptions. 

Although some of the students have moved in from other places, the majority of the learners 

in these classes have been together since the beginning of their first year in school.  

  

In lower secondary school, most of the learners are under 16 years of age and that meant the 

parents had to give their approval in order for me to do this investigation. Most of them gave 

their consent but in the end, it was the learners themselves who decided if they wanted to 

participate or not. Still, if the parents did not approve, their children could not participate in 

my investigation. The parental consent form is in Appendix 7. 

 

The learners who agreed to participate began by filling out a questionnaire and I gave them 

this questionnaire in Swedish in order to make sure they understood the questions (see 

Appendix 5). The learners had to answer questions about, for example, if they are aware of 

different English accents, what accent they think they use themselves and what accent they 

believe their teacher uses. The learners came to me in random order to do the pronunciation 

test and the first informant who handed in the questionnaire to me is referred to in my 

investigation as no. 1, and so on. I recorded the learners while they spoke English but before I 

started the recordings, I asked them a few questions about ordinary things, such as the 

weather, their spare time and so on, just to get them to relax, and think in English, not 

Swedish. 

 

3.2 Teachers 

One thing to take into consideration when it comes to the students’ pronunciation is what 

accents their previous teachers had used. The two classes in grade 7 had studied English as a 

foreign language for about three years before they got their present teacher, and their previous 

teacher spoke with a British accent.2 The two classes in grade 9 also had teachers with a 

                                                 
2 The two grade 7 classes had the same English teacher earlier, and she told me that she speaks British English. 
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British accent at the beginning of their EFL (English as a foreign language) studies.3 At the 

beginning of the 7th grade both classes in the present 9th grade got a teacher who was from 

California, USA, and thus a native American English speaker. He was their teacher for two 

years, until the classes received their present teachers, who have been their English teachers 

for about one year.   

 

One of the teachers in this investigation is a British English-speaking woman, who has been a 

teacher for many years in various lower secondary schools and at The International English 

School in Örebro. The other teacher is a man who recently received his teaching credentials 

and considers himself to speak with an American accent, though he mentioned that he 

sometimes pronounces words using a British accent.  

 

From the classes with the teacher who speaks British English, I had 22 students who 

participated in my investigation, whereas 16 students participated from the classes with the 

teacher who speaks American English. The teachers answered a questionnaire in order for me 

to find out how aware they are of their own accent, why they think they speak the accent they 

use and if they discuss characteristics of different English accents in the classroom. The 

teachers’ questionnaire is in Appendix 6. 

 

3.3 Sounds tested  

The informants read words from a wordlist, words which differ as to pronunciation when it 

comes to British or American English. One word that I chose to test was Saturday, which in 

British English is pronounced /sæt�rd�/, whereas in American English it is pronounced 

/sæt�rdey/.Other sounds which were tested were the following:  /t/ or  /t�/, /ø/ or /r/ , /��/ or 

/æ/ , /�/ or /o/ , /�/ or /��/ , /j�/ or /�/ and stress. Two sounds were tested more times than 

the rest in this study, namely /t/ or  /t�/ and /ø/ or /r/, because of the noticeable differences 

between these two sounds. All words can be found in Appendix 1, and the specific sounds 

tested are listed as well. 

 

The informants also read nine sentences, in which most of the words from the wordlist 

occurred in order to see if they were consistent concerning their pronunciation when the 

                                                 
3 The two grade 9 classes also had the same English teacher earlier, and according to this teacher she speaks 
British English as well 
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words appeared in a context. One example of such a sentence is: We are going to buy a new 

car on Saturday. This sentence is interesting because it has three words that differ in 

pronunciation between the two accents, new /j�/ or /�/, car /ø/ or /r/, Saturday /t/ or  /t�/ . 

These sentences are listed in Appendix 2.  

 

4 Results and analysis 

I will begin by analysing the results of the pronunciation tests taken by the students who have 

a teacher who speaks British English. I will first look at the results for the pronunciation of 

words in isolation and after that I will look at the pronunciation of sounds in context. Next I 

will do the same thing for the two classes who have the teacher using American 

pronunciation. Finally, in section 4.3, I will present the results from the questionnaire and try 

to answer the question who or what model the students use for their English pronunciation.  

 

4.1 Classes with a British English speaking teacher  

4.1.1 Words in isolation 

 Classes A (grade 7) and D (grade 9) had the same teacher, who speaks with a British accent. 

In class A the results show that 13 of the students mixed the two accents, whereas one spoke 

RP (Figure 1b). Eight of the 14 students in class A accurately identified the accent they were 

using, and seven of them correctly believed that they mixed American and British 

pronunciation. Two of the students said they used an American English accent, but as it 

turned out both of them mixed the varieties. Student no. 9 thought he spoke British English, 

but this boy actually mixed- about 50/50- the two accents. Three of the remaining students did 

not know what accent they used; the results show that all three mixed. Furthermore, student 

no.14 thought she mixed British and American pronunciation, but used British English for 80 

% of the words as can be seen in Appendix 3, Table 2.   

  

Figure 1 a. Accent actually used when        Figure 1 b. Accent claimed to be used 

   reading individual words (Class A)                         by learner (Class A)   
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Out of the seven students in class D, four of them mixed the accents, one spoke British 

English and two used an American accent. Three of the students in this class accurately 

identified the accent they were using. Two of them correctly believed that they mixed British 

and American English and the third correctly thought he spoke American English. Two of the 

students thought they mixed the accents, but the results show that one of them pronounced the 

isolated words with a British accent and the other one with an American accent (see Appendix 

3, Table 3).  

 

The students in the 9th grade were really good at identifying their own accent, whereas the 

students in grade 7 were not particularly accurate in identifying theirs, but that can probably 

have something to do with their young age.   

                                                     
                               
 

 
Figure 2 a. Accent actually used when                 Figure 2 b. Accent claimed to be used 

   reading individual words (Class D)                                by learner (Class D) 

 

                                                             

4.1.2 Words in context 

The results for class A showed that 11 of 14 learners mixed British and American English and 

three used RP (Figure 3 a). When it came to reading whole sentences, six of the students in 

this class correctly believed themselves to mix American and British pronunciation. These six 

were also correct about this when it came to the isolated words. Student no. 4 read eight out of 

nine sentences with a British English accent, whereas this student mixed the accents when 

reading words in isolation. Two students considered themselves to use American English but, 

as in the case of the isolated words, actually mixed the varieties. One student thought he was 

speaking British English, but also mixed the accents. Three students did not know what 
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English accent they used; two of them mixed the accents. The third student, no. 1, pronounced 

the sentences with a British English accent, but when the words were isolated, he mixed 

American and British pronunciation. Student no. 14, the girl who thought she was mixing the 

accents, but pronounced 80% of the isolated words in British English, turned out to read the 

sentences in British English 100% of the time as can be seen in Table 4, Appendix 3. 

 

Figure 3 a. Accent actually used when                Figure 3 b. Accent claimed to be used 

        reading sentences (Class A)                                      by learner (Class A) 

  

 

The results for class D, which can be seen in Figure 4a, showed that six of the seven learners 

spoke both British and American English, one spoke RP and no one spoke GA. 

 

 In this class, three students accurately identified the accent they spoke with, a mix of 

American and British. Student no. 7 predominately spoke American English when the words 

were isolated, but mixed the accents when it came to the sentences. Two of the students 

considered themselves to speak American English, but both of them mixed the accents while 

reading sentences as well as reading isolated words. One of the remaining two students 

thought she mixed American and British English, but consistently read the sentences with a 

British accent. This student (no. 2) was one of the three that correctly identified the accent 

used when reading isolated words. The last student believed he used American English, but 

the results show that this student mixed the two varieties.  

 

 In conclusion, the students who had a teacher using RP mixed the accents, both when it came 

to pronouncing words in isolation and words in context.       
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Figure 4 a. Accent actually used when                   Figure 4 b. Accent claimed to be used  

         reading sentences (Class D)                                         by learner (Class D) 

           

 

4.2 Classes with an American English speaking teacher 

4.2.1 Words in isolation 

Classes B (grade 7) and C (grade 9) had a teacher who speaks American English. In class B 

the results show that eight of them mixed the two accents, whereas one spoke RP (Figure 5a). 

Only one of the students in this class was able to identify what accent she used, a mix of 

American and British pronunciation. Four of the students considered themselves to speak 

American English, but the results show that all four mixed the two varieties. One student 

assumed he mixed the accents, but spoke predominately British English. The three remaining 

students did not know what accent they used; and all four of them mixed American and 

British pronunciation. (Appendix 4, Table 6).  

                                       

Figure 5 a. Accent actually used when                Figure 5 b. Accent claimed to be used 

    reading individual words (Class B)                                by learner (Class B)    

                                                                         

    

 In class C, the results show that seven of the students mixed RP and GA, whereas one spoke 

American English (Figure 6 a). This was the only class in which none of the students spoke 
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British English. Two students accurately identified the accent they were using, and one of 

them correctly thought she American and British pronunciation. The other one believed he 

spoke American English, and that was also correct. Two students thought they used American 

pronunciation, but both of them turned out to mix the two varieties. The remaining three 

students did not know what accent they spoke with; the results show that all three mixed 

American and British pronunciation (Appendix 4, Table 7).  

 

The students in these two classes were not particularly good at identifying their own accents; 

either they did not know what accent they spoke with, or they claimed to speak GA. Only a 

few of the students thought they mixed the accents, and as the results show, most of them did. 

            
Figure 6 a. Accent actually used when                      Figure 6 b. Accent claimed to be used                
     reading individual words (Class C)                                   by learners (Class C)          
 
                                                  
                                                 

                                      

4.2.2 Words in context 
In class B, one student accurately identified that she was mixing American and British 

pronunciation, but while reading words in isolation, this girl spoke predominately British 

English. Four students believed they pronounced sentences in American English, but they all 

mixed the accents. One student, no. 7, who correctly identified that he mixed the accents 

while reading single words, used British pronunciation approximately 70 % of the time while 

reading sentences. The three students who left question marks mixed the accents, here as well 

as when pronouncing the words in isolation (Appendix 4, Table 8).  
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     Figure 7 a. Accent actually used when          Figure 7 b. Accent claimed to be used   

                reading sentences (Class B)                               by learner (Class B)        

 

 

The results of the investigation for class C show that seven learners mixed the accents when 

reading whole sentences, whereas one student spoke GA (Figure 8 a). Only one student 

correctly identified that she mixed American and British pronunciation, here as well as when 

reading single words. Three of the students thought they spoke American English, but the 

results show all three mixed the two English varieties. One of the four students who left 

question marks about his accent spoke predominately in American English whilst reading 

sentences, but mixed the varieties while reading words in isolation. The remaining three 

students who left question marks mixed American and British pronunciation (Table 9 in 

Appendix 4). 

 

The results were similar when the students pronounced the words in context as when they 

pronounced words in isolation. One thing differed though: in the 7th grade most of the 

students mixed the two accents and a few of them spoke RP, whereas in grade 9, most of them 

mixed the accents and a few of them spoke GA. That probably has something to do with the 

accent that their teachers used, since the 7 grade students had had a teacher who speaks 

British English from the time they started to learn English up until the year before this study 

was done.     
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Figure 8 a. Accent actually used when                 Figure 8 b. Accent claimed to be used 

          reading sentences (Class C)                                       by learner (Class C) 

                    

 
4.3 Analysis of student questionnaire 

The main purpose of the questionnaire was for me to see if students were aware of different 

English accents, to see if they could identify what accent they spoke themselves and their 

teachers spoke. I also wanted to try to find out if the students got most of their influence from 

the media or from their teachers. The last question was about the student’s attitudes to the two 

varieties, and they were supposed to underline the terms they thought mostly suited the 

accents. These terms are taken from an essay written in 2006 by Helena Norlin. 

 

4.3.1 Class A, grade 7 (teacher speaks RP) 

 In class A, one learner claimed to speak RP, two claimed to speak GA, eight claimed that 

they mixed both accents and three did not know.  Nine of the students thought the reason for 

their particular accent was influences from the media, seven of them considered GA to be the 

easiest accent and five considered both accents to be equally easy/ difficult.  

 

Ten learners in this class watched British TV-shows and all fourteen watched American TV-

shows. Thirteen of the learners thought that they were influenced by the language they heard 

on TV, whereas twelve thought that their teacher’s accent also influences them.  

 

Twelve learners answered that their teacher speaks RP, two students were not certain which 

accent the teacher used and ten believed that it is not particularly important to speak with the 

same accent as their teacher.  
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If the learners in this class were to describe British English in a few words, they would 

describe it as snobbish and old fashioned whereas American English would be described as 

cool, cocky, trendy and easy. 

 

4.3.2 Class D, grade 9 (teacher speaks RP)  

In this class, three students claimed they spoke GA and four believed they mixed the accents. 

Five of the students thought the reason for their specific accent was the influence of the 

media, and three thought that the accent they spoke with sounded best. Five of them 

considered GA to be the easiest accent and two learners considered both accents to be equally 

easy/ difficult. 

 

Three of the students in this class usually watched British TV-shows and six of them watched 

American TV-shows. Five of the learners thought that they were influenced by the language 

heard on TV, whereas five learners also believed that their teacher’s accent influenced them.  

 

Five learners answered that their teacher spoke RP, one was not sure and all seven learners 

also believed that it was not that important to speak with the same accent as their teacher.  

 

If the learners in this class were to describe British English in a few words, they would 

describe it as classy, snobbish and old fashioned whereas American English would be 

described as cool, cocky, trendy and easy.  

 

4.3.3 Class B, grade 7 (teacher speaks GA) 

In class B, four of the students considered themselves to speak GA, two thought they spoke 

with a mix of the two accents and two students were not sure what accent they spoke. Four of 

the students thought the reason for their accent was the influence of the media, one the 

influence of the teacher and two thought that the accent they used sounded best. Four of them 

considered GA to be the easiest accent and five of the learners considered both accents to be 

equally easy/ difficult.  

 

Only one learner in this class watched British TV-shows and nine students watched American 

TV-shows. Five of the learners thought that their accent was influenced by the language heard 

on TV, whereas four learners thought that their teacher’s accent influenced them.  
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Four learners answered that their teacher spoke GA, three students thought that their teacher 

spoke RP and two did not know. All nine learners believed that it was not that important to 

speak with the same accent as their teacher did.  

 

If the learners in this class were to describe British English in a few words, they would 

describe it as intelligent, snobbish, old fashioned but also beautiful and helpful whereas 

American English is described as cool, classy, snobbish, intelligent, easy, but also ugly. 

 

4.3.4 Class C, grade 9 (teacher speaks GA) 

In class C, three learners claimed to speak GA, one believed she spoke with a mix of the 

accents and four students did not know what accent they spoke with. Four of the students 

thought the reason for their specific accent were influences from the media and two thought 

that the accent they used sounded best. Three of them considered GA to be the easiest accent 

and five learners considered both accents to be equally easy/ difficult.  

 

Three learners in this class watched British TV-shows and eight watched American TV-

shows. All eight of the learners thought that they were influenced by got the language heard 

on TV, whereas five learners thought that their teacher’s accent influenced them.  

 

One learner answered that their teacher spoke GA, two students thought that their teacher 

spoke RP, and three did not know. Seven of learners believed that it was not that important to 

speak with the same accent as their teacher, whereas one student believed it was.  

 

If the learners in this class were to describe British English in a few words, they would 

describe it as snobbish and old fashioned whereas American English is described as; cool, 

cocky, superior and trendy. 

 

4.4 Analysis of teacher questionnaire 

Although both teachers were aware of the two accents, they felt that it is not important that 

their students keep to one accent. They discussed American English and British English in 

class but neither of them was aware of the accent called Mid-Atlantic English and they 

wanted to find out more about it. One of the teachers claimed that the teaching material was 

mostly in British English whereas the other teacher thought that the teaching material was 

equally often in British and American English, both the spoken material and the written. 
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These two teachers believed that media have a great deal of influence when it comes to their 

students’ pronunciation, as well as considering their own pronunciation.  

 

5. Discussion 

According to the results of this investigation, most of the learners speak with a British accent, 

but the reason for that can be the classes’ previous teachers. Many of the learners mixed the 

two accents when particular words appeared in context; they even mixed the accents in the 

same sentence. I think that the reason for this is that some words are easier to pronounce in 

one of the accents although one perhaps uses the other accent more frequently.  

 

The results I got in my investigation were a surprise for me; I was certain that it was more 

common in schools today to use an American accent due to media influence, but it seems to 

be the case that students are still influenced primarily by get their teacher.  

 

Maybe I would have got another result if I had done the investigation in another way, e.g., 

with older students or with classes with other teachers. It would be interesting to see whether 

the results would be different if a class had an American English speaking teacher throughout 

their EFL-learning years. Would they still mix the accents or would they use only American 

pronunciation?   

 

Since both grade 9 classes had had an American teacher before their present ones, most of the 

students spoke American English, or at least wanted to speak American English.  One word 

the ninth graders had troubles with was letter, which most of them pronounced in RP, but 

some students, who wanted to speak GA, tried to pronounce it in American English, and the 

result was that they pronounced it like leather.  

 

I think that the reason why most of the students wanted to speak American English is, as can 

be seen in the questionnaire analysis, that the students think that American English is cooler 

and trendier whereas British English is, according to them, old-fashioned and snobbish. I 

think that the older the students become, when they quit school and start their lives  as grown-

ups, they will more and more start to talk with an American English accent, though some 

words will still be pronounced with a British English accent. This is the reason why I think it 

is important to be aware of the Mid-Atlantic accent, and to let students mix the two major 

varieties of the English language. 
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6. Conclusion 

At least in the classes in which my study was done, the students tended to mix the major 

English varieties regardless of whether their teacher spoke British or American English.  But 

nevertheless the results show that if a teacher speaks in one specific variety, the students use 

that accent more than the other, at least when it comes to reading words in isolation. 

 

When it comes to reading whole sentences, the students mixed the accents and pronounced 

the words in the sentences in the accent that each individual student felt was easiest.  

 

As a future English teacher, it is important that one at least are aware of the fact that there are 

many English accents, because the spoken language is so important and whether the speaker 

uses American, British, Australian, Mid Atlantic or any other English accent, it still belongs 

to the English language. The freedom to choose what accent to use means a lot, since English 

is the language that is understood almost all over the world and most English speaking people 

understand each other whether they speak with one accent or another.  
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Appendix 1: Words in isolation 

    Sound   RP  GA 

water    /t/ or  /t�/  /w��t�/  /w��t��r/  

bottle    /t/ or  /t�/  /b�t�l/  /b��t��l/ 

Saturday             /t/ or  /t�/  /sæt�de�/  /sæt��rdi/ 

mother    /-/ or /r/  /m&'�/  /m&'�r/ 

weekend    Stress  /�wi�k�end/  /�wi�k�end/ 

garage    Stress  /��ær���/  /���r���/ 

tomato             /t/ or  /t�/  /t�m��t�/  /t�me�t�o/ 

dance              /��/ or /æ/  /d��ns/  /dæns/ 

boat                /�/ or /o/  /b�t/  /bot/ 

hot                  /�/ or /��/  /h�t/  /h��t/ 

letter               /t/ or  /t�/  /let�/  /let��r/ 

potato             /t/ or  /t�/  /p�te�t�/  /p�te�t�o/ 

bird                 /-/ or /r/  /b��d/  /b�,�d 

car                  /-/ or /r/  /k��/  /k�r/ 

winter   /t/ or /t�/  /wint�/  /win(t�)�r/ 

internet          /t/ or /t�/  /inten�t/  /in(t�)�rnet/ 

student /j�/ or /�/  /stju�d�nt/  /stu�d�nt/ 

stop               /�/ or /��/  /st�p/  /st��p/ 

chance          /��/ or /æ/  /t(a�ns/  /t(æns/ 

new               /j�/ or /�/  /nju�/  /nu�/ 
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Appendix 2.Words in context 

 

1. I buy my water in a bottle. 

2. My mother loves chocolate. 

3. I like the summer more than the winter. 

4. I spend every weekend surfing on the Internet. 

5. I have a bird, her name is Coco. 

6. The potatoes are very hot! Much hotter then the tomatoes!  

7. We are going to buy a new car on Saturday. 

8. Did you see the letter I got yesterday? 

9. Do you want to dance with me? 
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Appendix 3. Individual results, Classes with the teacher speaking British English  

Table 2. Words in isolation Class A  

 
Learner no.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Word Sound        
water /t/ or  /t�/ RP RP RP RP GA RP RP 

bottle  /t/ or  /t�/ RP RP RP RP RP RP RP 

Saturday /t/ or  /t�/ GA RP RP RP RP RP RP 

mother /-/ or /r/ GA GA GA GA GA GA GA 

weekend Stress RP GA GA GA GA GA GA 

garage Stress GA RP GA RP GA GA GA 

tomato /t/ or  /t�/ GA GA RP RP RP GA RP 

dance /��/ or /æ/ RP GA GA RP RP GA GA 

boat /�/ or /o/ RP GA GA RP RP GA RP 

hot /�/ or /��/ GA GA GA RP RP GA GA 

letter /t/ or  /t�/ GA GA RP RP RP RP RP 

potato /t/ or  /t�/ GA RP RP RP RP RP RP 

bird /-/ or /r/ GA RP GA GA GA GA RP 

car /-/ or /r/ GA RP GA GA GA RP RP 

winter /t/ or  /t�/ RP RP RP RP GA RP RP 

internet /t/ or  /t�/ RP RP RP RP RP RP RP 

student /j�/ or /�/ GA GA RP GA RP RP GA 

stop /�/ or /��/ GA GA GA GA GA GA RP 

chance /��/ or /æ/ GA GA GA RP GA GA GA 

new /j�/ or /�/ GA RP GA RP RP GA RP 

The accent the learner claims 
to speak 

     ? GA Mix Mix ? Mix ? 

Accent the learner mainly 
uses: 
British English 
American English 

7 RP 
13 GA 
 
MIX 

10 RP 
10 RP 
 
MIX 

9 RP 
11 GA 
 
MIX 

14 RP 
6 GA 
 
MIX 

11RP 
9GA 
 
MIX 

9 RP 
11GA 
 
MIX 

13RP 
7 GA 
 
MIX 

 
 
Learner no.  8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
Word Sound        
water /t/ or  /t�/ RP RP RP RP RP RP RP 

bottle    /t/ or  /t�/ RP GA GA RP GA RP RP 

Saturday /t/ or  /t�/ RP GA RP GA GA RP RP 

mother /-/ or /r/ GA GA GA GA GA GA GA 

weekend Stress GA GA GA GA GA GA GA 

garage Stress GA GA GA GA GA GA RP 

tomato /t/ or  /t�/ RP RP RP GA GA RP RP 
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dance /��/ or /æ/ GA RP GA GA GA RP RP 

boat /�/ or /o/ GA RP GA RP GA RP RP 

hot /�/ or /��/ GA RP GA GA GA RP RP 

letter /t/ or  /t�/ RP GA RP RP GA RP RP 

potato /t/ or  /t�/ RP RP RP GA GA RP RP 

bird /-/ or /r/ RP GA GA RP GA RP RP 

car /-/ or /r/ GA GA GA GA GA GA RP 

winter /t/ or  /t�/ RP RP RP RP RP RP RP 

internet /t/ or  /t�/ RP RP RP RP RP RP RP 

student /j�/ or /�/ GA RP GA GA RP GA RP 

stop /�/ or /��/ GA GA RP GA RP RP RP 

chance /��/ or /æ/ GA GA GA GA GA GA RP 

new /j�/ or /�/ RP RP RP RP RP RP RP 

The accent the learner claims to 
speak 

MIX RP GA MIX MIX MIX MIX 

Accent the learner mainly uses: 
British English 
American English 

9RP 
11GA 
 
MIX 

10 RP 
10GA 
 
MIX 

9 RP 
11 GA 
 
MIX 

8 RP 
12GA 
 
MIX 

6 RP 
14GA 
 
MIX 

14RP 
6 GA 
 
MIX 

18RP 
2 GA 
 
RP 

 

Table 3, Class D  

Learner no.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Word        Sound        
water    /t/ or  /t�/  RP RP RP GA RP RP GA 

bottle    /t/ or  /t�/ RP RP RP GA RP RP GA 

Saturday     /t/ or  /t�/ RP RP RP GA RP RP RP 

mother     /-/ or /r/  GA GA GA GA GA GA GA 

weekend     Stress RP GA GA GA GA GA GA 

garage     Stress GA RP RP RP RP GA RP 

tomato     /t/ or  /t�/ GA RP RP GA GA RP GA 

dance      /��/ or /æ/ GA GA RP GA RP RP GA 

boat     /�/ or /o/ GA RP RP GA GA RP GA 

hot     /�/ or /��/ GA GA GA GA GA GA GA 

letter      /t/ or  /t�/ RP RP RP RP RP RP RP 

potato      /t/ or  /t�/ RP RP RP GA RP RP GA 

bird      /-/ or /r/ RP GA RP GA GA GA GA 

car      /-/ or /r/ GA GA GA GA GA GA GA 

winter     /t/ or  /t�/ RP RP RP RP RP RP RP 

internet     /t/ or  /t�/ RP RP RP GA RP RP RP 

student     /j�/ or /�/ RP RP RP RP GA RP RP 
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stop     /�/ or /��/ GA GA GA GA GA GA GA 

chance     /��/ or /æ/ GA GA RP GA RP GA GA 

new     /j�/ or /�/ RP RP RP GA RP RP RP 

The accent the learner claims to 
speak 

GA MIX MIX GA MIX GA MIX 

Accent the learner mainly uses: 
British English 
American English 

11RP 
9GA 
 

MIX 

11RP 
9GA 
 

MIX 

15RP 
5GA 
 
RP 

4RP 
16GA 
 

GA 

11RP 
9GA 
 

MIX 

12RP 
8GA 
 

MIX 

6RP 
14GA 
 

GA 
 

Words in context 

Table 4. Class A  

Learner no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Sentence        
I buy my water in a bottle. RP GA M RP RP M M 
My mother loves chocolate. RP GA RP RP RP RP M 

I like the summer more than the winter. RP GA RP RP RP RP RP 
I spend every weekend surfing on the 
Internet 

RP RP GA RP RP RP RP 

I have a bird, her name is Coco. RP GA GA GA GA GA GA 

The potatoes are very hot! Much hotter 
than the tomatoes! 

RP M M RP RP M RP 

We are going to buy a new car on 

Saturday. 
RP RP RP RP RP RP RP 

Did you see the letter I got yesterday? RP RP M RP M RP GA 

Do you want to dance with me? GA RP GA RP GA GA GA 

The accent the learner claims to speak ? GA MIX MIX ? MIX ? 

Accent the learner mainly uses: 
British English 
American English 

8 RP 
1GA 
 
 
RP 

4 RP 
4GA 
1 M 
 
MIX 

3 RP 
3GA 
3 M 
 
MIX 

8 RP 
1GA 
 
 
RP 

6 RP 
2GA 
1 M 
 
MIX 

5 RP 
2 GA 
1 M 
 
MIX 

4 RP 
3 GA 
1 M 
 
MIX 

 

 

Learner no. 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
Sentence        

I buy my water in a bottle. M M RP M M RP RP 

My mother loves chocolate. M GA GA GA GA GA RP 

I like the summer more than the winter. RP RP RP RP RP RP RP 

I spend every weekend surfing on the 
Internet. 

RP RP RP RP RP GA RP 

I have a bird, her name is Coco. GA GA GA GA GA RP RP 

The potatoes are very hot! Much hotter 
than the tomatoes! 

RP RP RP GA GA RP RP 

We are going to buy a new car on 
Saturday. 

RP RP RP GA RP RP RP 
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Did you see the letter I got yesterday? RP GA RP GA M M RP 

Do you want to dance with me? GA GA GA GA GA RP RP 

The accent the learner claims to speak MIX RP GA MIX MIX MIX MIX 

Accent the learner mainly uses: 
British English 
American English 

5 RP 
2 GA 
1 M 
 

MIX 

4 RP 
4GA 
1 M 
 
MIX 

6 RP 
3GA 
 
 
MIX 

2 RP 
6GA 
1 M 
 
MIX 

3 RP 
4GA 
2 M 
 
MIX 

6 RP 
2 GA 
1 M 
 
MIX 

9 RP 
 
 
 
RP 

 
 Table 5. Class D  

 

Learner no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Sentence        
I buy my water in a bottle. RP RP RP GA RP RP GA 

My mother loves chocolate. GA GA GA GA GA GA GA 

I like the summer more than 

the winter. 
RP RP RP GA RP RP RP 

I spend every weekend surfing 

on the Internet. 
MIX RP MIX MIX MIX MIX MIX 

I have a bird, her name is Coco. RP RP RP GA GA GA GA 

The potatoes are very hot! 

Much hotter than the tomatoes! 
GA RP RP MIX RP MIX MIX 

We are going to buy a new car 
on Saturday. 

 
MIX 

 
RP 

 
RP 

 
GA 

 
MIX 

 
MIX 

 
GA 

Did you see the letter I got 

yesterday? 
RP RP RP GA RP RP GA 

Do you want to dance with me? GA RP GA GA GA GA GA 

The accent the learner claims to 
speak 

GA MIX MIX GA MIX GA MIX 

Accent the learner mainly uses: 
British English 
American English 
 
 
 

4RP 
3GA 
2MIX 
 

MIX 

9RP 
0GA 
0MIX 
 
RP 

6RP 
2GA 
1MIX 
 

MIX 

0RP 
6GA 
3MIX 
 

MIX 

4RP 
3GA 
2MIX 
 

MIX 

3RP 
3GA 
3MIX 
 

MIX 

1RP 
6GA 
2MIX 
 

MIX 
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Appendix 4. Individual results, Classes with the teacher speaking American English  

Table 6. Words in isolation Class B  

Learner no.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Word        Sound          
water    /t/ or  /t�/

  

RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP 

bottle    /t/ or  /t�/ RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP 

Saturday     /t/ or  /t�/ RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP 

mother    /-/ or /r/
  

GA GA GA GA GA GA GA GA GA 

weekend     Stress GA GA GA GA GA GA GA GA GA 

garage     Stress RP GA RP RP RP GA RP GA RP 

tomato     /t/ or  /t�/ RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP 

dance   /��/ or /æ/ GA GA RP GA GA GA GA GA GA 

boat /�/ or /o/ GA RP RP GA RP RP RP RP GA 

hot    /�/ or /��/ GA GA RP HA GA GA GA GA RP 

letter     /t/ or  /t�/ RP RP RP RP GA RP RP RP RP 

potato     /t/ or  /t�/ RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP 

bird      /-/ or /r/ RP RP GA GA RP GA GA RP RP 

car      /-/ or /r/ GA GA GA GA GA GA GA GA GA 

winter     /t/ or  /t�/ RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP 

internet     /t/ or  /t�/ RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP 

student  /j�/ or /�/ GA GA RP RP RP GA RP GA GA 

stop    /�/ or /��/ GA RP RP GA GA GA GA GA GA 

chance   /��/ or /æ/ RP GA RP GA GA GA GA GA GA 

new  /j�/ or /�/ RP RP RP RP RP RP RP GA RP 

The accent the learner 
claims to speak 

GA ? MIX GA GA  ? MIX GA ? 

Accent the learner mainly 
uses: 
British English 
American English 

12RP 
8 GA 
 
MIX 

12RP 
8 GA 
 
MIX 

16RP 
4 GA 
 
 RP 

10RP 
10GA 
 
 MIX 

12RP 
8 GA 
 
MIX 

10RP 
10GA 
 
 MIX 

12RP 
8 GA 
 
MIX 

10RP 
10GA 
   
 MIX 

12RP 
8 GA 
 
MIX 

 

Table 7. Class C  

Learner no.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Word Sound         
water /t/ or  /t�/ RP GA RP RP RP RP RP GA 

bottle  /t/ or  /t�/ RP GA RP GA GA RP RP GA 

Saturday /t/ or  /t�/ RP GA RP GA GA RP RP GA 

mother /-/ or /r/ GA GA GA GA GA GA GA GA 

weekend Stress RP GA GA RP GA RP GA GA 
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garage Stress RP RP RP GA RP GA RP GA 

tomato /t/ or  /t�/ RP GA RP RP GA GA RP RP 

dance /��/ or /æ/ GA GA GA GA GA GA GA GA 

boat /�/ or /o/ RP GA GA GA GA GA RP GA 

hot /�/ or /��/ GA GA RP GA GA GA GA GA 

letter /t/ or  /t�/ RP GA RP GA GA RP GA RP 

potato /t/ or  /t�/ GA RP RP RP RP GA GA RP 

bird /-/ or /r/ GA RP RP GA GA GA GA GA 

car /-/ or /r/ GA GA GA GA GA GA GA GA 

winter /t/ or  /t�/ RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP 

internet /t/ or  /t�/ RP RP RP RP GA RP RP RP 

student /j�/ or /�/ GA GA GA RP GA RP RP GA 

stop /�/ or /��/ GA GA RP GA GA GA GA GA 

chance /��/ or /æ/ GA GA RP RP GA GA GA GA 

new /j�/ or /�/ RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP 

The accent the learner claims 
to speak 

GA ? ? GA GA ? MIX ? 

Accent the learner mainly 
uses: 
British English 
American English 

11RP 
9 GA 
 
MIX 

6 RP 
14GA 

 
MIX 

14RP 
6 GA 

 
MIX 

9RP 
11GA 

 
MIX 

5RP 
15GA 

 
GA 

9RP 
11GA 

 
MIX 
 

10RP 
10GA 

 
MIX 

7RP 
13GA 

 
MIX 

 

Words in context 

Table 8. Class B  

Learner no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Sentence          

I buy my water in a bottle. M M RP RP RP M RP RP RP 

My mother loves chocolate. RP GA    GA GA GA GA RP GA GA 

I like the summer more than 
the winter. 

RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP 

I spend every weekend surfing 

on the Internet. 
M M M RP M M RP M RP 

I have a bird, her name is Coco. GA GA GA GA RP GA RP RP RP 

The potatoes are very hot! 

Much hotter than the tomatoes! 
RP RP RP RP RP M RP RP RP 

We are going to buy a new car 
on Saturday. 

RP RP RP GA RP GA M M M 

Did you see the letter I got 
yesterday? 

RP RP RP GA M GA M M M 

Do you want to dance with me? GA GA GA GA GA GA GA GA GA 

The accent the learner claims to 
speak 

 
GA 

 
   ?   

 
MIX 

 
GA 

 
GA 

 
   ? 

 
MIX 

 
  GA 

 
  ? 
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Accent the learner mainly uses: 
British English 
American English 

5RP 
2GA 
 2 M 
 
MIX 

4RP 
3GA 
2 M 
 
MIX 

5RP 
3GA 
1 M 
 
MIX 

4RP 
5GA 
0 M 
 
MIX 

5RP 
2GA 
2 M 
 
MIX 

1RP 
5GA 
3 M 
 
MIX 

6RP 
1GA 
2 M 
 
  RP 

4RP 
2GA 
3M 
 
MIX 

5RP 
2GA 
2 M 
 

MIX 
 

Table 9. Class C  

Learner no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Sentence         
I buy my water in a bottle. RP GA RP MIX MIX RP MIX GA 

My mother loves chocolate. GA GA GA GA GA GA GA GA 

I like the summer more than 

the winter. 
RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP 

I spend every weekend surfing 

on the Internet 
GA MIX MIX RP MIX RP RP RP 

I have a bird, her name is 

Coco. 
RP GA RP GA GA GA GA GA 

The potatoes are very hot! 

Much hotter than the 
tomatoes! 

MIX MIX RP RP MIX GA RP RP 

We are going to buy a new car 
on Saturday. 

MIX GA RP MIX GA RP MIX GA 

Did you see the letter I got 
yesterday? 

MIX MIX RP GA GA RP GA GA 

Do you want to dance with 
me? 

GA GA GA GA GA GA GA GA 

The accent the learner claims to 
speak 

GA ? ? GA GA ? MIX ? 

Accent the learner mainly uses: 
British English 
American English 

3 RP 
3 GA 
3MIX 

  
MIX 

1 RP 
5GA 
1MIX 
 
GA 

6 RP 
2 GA 
1MI

X 
 
MIX 

3 RP 
4 GA 
2MIX 
 
MIX 

1RP 
5GA 
3MIX 
 
MIX 

5RP 
4GA 
0MIX 
 
MIX 

3 RP 
4 GA 
2MIX 
 
MIX 

3RP 
6GA 
0MIX 
 
MIX 
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Appendix 5: Student questionnaire in Swedish  

 

1. Vilken engelsk dialekt pratar du? 

Brittisk engelska       Amerikansk engelska         En blandning Jag vet inte  

 

2. Varför tror du att du pratar just den dialekten? 

Min lärare pratar med den dialekten Mina vänner pratar med den dialekten 

Jag tycker att den låter bäst Jag influeras av TV, film osv 

Annat, nämligen ………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

3. Vilken dialekt tycker du är lättast? 

Brittisk engelska Amerikansk engelska Båda är lika svåra/lätta 

 

4. Ser du på några brittiska tv-program? 

Nej  Ja 

Vilka i så fall:………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

5. Ser du på några amerikanska tv-program? 

Nej  Ja 

Vilka i så fall:………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

6. Tror du att detta kan påverka din engelska? 

Ja  Nej 

 

7. Vilken dialekt pratar din lärare? 

Brittisk engelska Amerikansk engelska        En blandning 

Jag vet inte  Annan:…………………… 
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8. Tror du att detta kan påverka din engelska? 

Ja  Nej 

Om du svarat ja, på vilket sätt tror du att detta påverkar din engelska? 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

9. Tycker du att det är viktigt att tala samma dialekt som din lärare? 

Ja  Nej 

Om ja, varför:…………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

10. Diskuterar ni skillnaderna mellan brittisk och amerikansk engelska på lektionerna? 

Ja  Nej 

 

11. Kan du höra skillnad på de båda dialekterna, genom att bara lyssna? 

Ja  Nej  

 

12. Kan du ge exempel på skillnader i uttal mellan brittisk och amerikansk engelska? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

13. Vilka av följande ord tycker du passar bäst in på brittisk engelska? 

Coolt         Flott         Vackert         Snobbigt         Fult           Kaxigt         Intelligent 

Överlägset Vulgärt    Gammaldags Skrytsamt      Vänligt      Pålitligt       Hjälpsamt 

Svårt          Trendigt   Töntigt          Lätt 

Annat:…………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

14. Vilka av följande ord tycker du passar bäst in på amerikansk engelska? 

Coolt         Flott         Vackert         Snobbigt         Fult           Kaxigt         Intelligent 

Överlägset Vulgärt    Gammaldags Skrytsamt      Vänligt      Pålitligt       Hjälpsamt 

Svårt          Trendigt   Töntigt          Lätt 

Annat:…………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

Tack för din medverkan! 
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 Student questionnaire in English 

 

1. Which English accent do you use? 

British English American English A mix I do not know 

 

2. Why do you think you speak that accent? 

My teacher uses it My friends use it                I think it sounds best 

I am influenced by the media  

 

3. Which accent do you think is easiest? 

British English American English Both are equally easy/ difficult  

 

4. Do you watch any British TV-shows? 

No  Yes 

If yes, which ones:………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

5. Do you watch any American TV-shows? 

No  Yes 

If yes, which ones:………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

6. Do you think that can influence your English? 

Yes  No 

If you answered yes, in what way do you think it can influence your English? 

……………………………………………………. 

 

7. Which accent does your teacher use? 

British English American English        A mix 

I do not know Other:…………………… 
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8. Do you think your teacher’s accent can influence your English? 

Yes  No 

 

9. Do you think it is important to speak with the same accent as your teacher? 

Yes  No 

If yes, why:…………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

10. Do you discuss the differences between British and American English in class? 

Yes  No 

 

11. Are you aware or the differences between the both accents, just by listening? 

Yes  No  

If you answered yes, give examples of such differences: 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

12. Which or the following words would you use to describe British English?  

Cool            Classy          Beautiful          Snobbish          Ugly           Cocky        Intelligent 

Superior      Vulgar         Old-fashioned  Bragging           Friendly     Reliable     Helpful 

Difficult      Trendy         Corny               Easy 

Other:…………………………………………………… 

 

13.  Which or the following words would you use to describe American English?  

Cool            Classy          Beautiful          Snobbish          Ugly           Cocky        Intelligent 

Superior      Vulgar         Old-fashioned  Bragging           Friendly     Reliable     Helpful 

Difficult      Trendy         Corny               Easy 

Other:…………………………………………………… 
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Appendix 6: Teacher questionnaire 

 

1. What English variety would you say you speak? 

British English American English A mix of both 

Other:…………………………. 

1.1 If you mix the dialects, what do you think the reason is? 

....................................................................................................................................... 

………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………... 

………………………………………………………………………………………... 

 

2. Why do you think you use the variety you do? 

It is the easiest one My teacher used it It sounds best 

My friends use it Media influence 

Other reason:…………………………. 

 

3 Do you think it is important that your learners keep to one accent? 

Yes  No 

 

4. Do you prefer that your learners speak with a Br English or an Am English accent? 

American  British  It does not matter 

 

4.1 Why? 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

5. Are you aware of the differences, concerning the pronunciation, between British and 

American English?  

Yes  No 

       5.1 If yes, please, give some examples: …………………………………………... 

       ……………………………………………………………………………………… 
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6. Have you heard about the variety called Mid-Atlantic English? 

Yes  No 

 

7. If you have not, are you prepared to learn more about Mid-Atlantic English? 

Yes  No 

       7.1 If no; why? 

        ………………………………………………………………………………….. 

        ………………………………………………………………………………….. 

        ………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

8. Are the differences between British and American English something you discuss in 

class? 

Yes  No 

 

9. Is your teaching material mainly in American or British English? 

British  American  50/50 Other, namely…………... 

 

10. Which dialect do you teach? 

British English American English Both Other, namely…………... 

 

11. Which or the following words would you use to describe British English?  

Cool            Classy          Beautiful          Snobbish          Ugly           Cocky        Intelligent 

Superior      Vulgar         Old-fashioned  Bragging           Friendly     Reliable     Helpful 

Difficult      Trendy         Corny               Easy 

Other:…………………………………………………… 

 

12.  Which or the following words would you use to describe American English?  

Cool            Classy          Beautiful          Snobbish          Ugly           Cocky        Intelligent 

Superior      Vulgar         Old-fashioned  Bragging           Friendly     Reliable     Helpful 

Difficult      Trendy         Corny               Easy 

Other:…………………………………………………… 
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Appendix 7. Parental Consent 

 
Karlstad XX-XX-XX 

 
Målsmans medgivande betr. inspelning i klassrummet 

 

 
Hej! 
 
Jag heter Jessica Bergman, och utbildar mig just nu till lärare på Karlstads universitet. För 
tillfället håller jag på med en kombinerad engelsk C-uppsats och examensarbete, och för att få 
stoff till min undersökning behöver jag spela in elever där de talar engelska. Det inspelade 
materialet kommer sedan att analyseras av mig, och eventuellt också ses av min handledare 
Solveig Granath på Karlstads universitet. När jag så småningom presenterar resultaten i min 
uppsats, kommer givetvis inga namn att nämnas, utan eleverna kommer att vara fullständigt 
anonyma. Efter avslutat arbete kommer min uppsats att arkiveras på Karlstads universitet, där 
den går att låna på biblioteket, om Ni är intresserade av att läsa om vad jag kommit fram till 
med hjälp av Era barn/ungdomar. Jag är oerhört tacksam för de elever som frivilligt ställer 
upp i denna undersökning, och hoppas att Ni som målsmän vill ge Ert medgivande i de fall 
era ungdomar ställer upp. 
 
Om Ni har frågor eller dylikt är Ni välkomna att höra av Er till mig på telefon: xxx 
 
Tack på förhand! 
 
___________________ 
(namn) 
 
Jag, som målsman för ________________________________, intygar härmed att mitt barn 
får medverka vid inspelning i klassen. 
 
__________________________________ 
 

 


